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w h a t ' s Up?
Forest Canopy Scientists Convene
for First Time at Selby Gardens
Jumars, carabiners, pole pruners, tree bicycles, boatswain's
chairs, booms, peconhas . . . these terms are not listed in most
biological dictionaries. Nor are construction cranes, large
treehouses, or hot-air dirigibles listed as priority equipment for
any scientific laboratories. But these are the essential tools required to provide some of the exciting results reported at the First
International Forest Canopy Conference held in November 1993
at Sarasota, Florida.
The Marie Selby Botanical Gardens hosted this landmark international gathering, entitled "Forest Canopies: Biodiversity,
Ecology, and Conservation." Scientists from over 28 countries
convened to discuss important global issues related to research
and management of the world's forests, both tropical and temperate. The major aims of the conference were to facilitate the
exchange of both ideas and access techniques among an evolving cadre of biodiversity specialists known as canopy scientists.
Over a four-day period, delegates debated the number of species on Earth; established priorities for a canopy information and
communication network; shared information about different techniques of canopy access; and assessed research priorities for future canopy studies.
The conference has been in the planning stages since 1991,
when, in a hot air balloon over Cameroon, the co-chairs, Professor Francis HallC of Institut de Botanique of France and Dr. Margaret Lowman, Director of Research at Selby Botanical Gardens,
first met while studying equatorial African rain forests. Professor HallC is a specialist in canopy architecture who also developed the famous dirigible for canopy studies and Dr. Lowman
has studied herbivory in most forest types throughout the world
and pioneered the use of canopy platforms and walkways. Both
scientists recognized that since most canopy biologists (like themselves) work in very remote situations, the majority of important
pioneers in this relatively new biological frontier had never met
one another.

TIze co-clzairs rnet ilz a Izot air balloolz
over Canzeroon.
The atmosphere was enthusiastic and almost electric during
the five days in Sarasota, as the "arbornauts" (as they call themselves) discussed their pioneering work, the majority of which is
still in progress. Many scientists, literally in the midst of some
innovative and new research, traveled from their remote field
sites to attend, thereby attesting to the infancy of this science.
Sessions were organized to cover a broad spectrum of research:
Canopy Architecture, Population Dynamics of Canopy Organisms, Conservation of Forest Canopies, Canopy Environments
and Environmental Interactions, the Ecology of the Subcanopy,
and Canopy Processes. Notable speakers included the pioneers
of canopy research: Donald Perry of Costa Rica, Andrew Mitchell
of London, England, Mark Moffett of Harvard University, and
Nalini Nadkarni, Evergreen State College, Olympia, Washington, who is co-editor of a forthcoming book on forest canopies.
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The debate about biodiversity \{.as very lively, particularly
among those scirntisr5 \vho attempt to measure arthropods in the
treetops. Dr. Temy Erwin. Smitllsonian Institution, Dr. Nigel Stork.
Museum of Natural History. London Dr. Dave Walter, Queensland
University. Australia and Dr. Jack Schultz, Penn State University, to name but 3 few. laere present. Dr. Bernard Npynomeck of
Cameroon and Dr. John Hart of Zaire borh agreed that African
rain forests are \,astly understudied. Xlosr participants agreed that
more inter-continental and inter-forest coll~parisonsare urgently
needed in order to better understand forest dynamics.
There \vas also time for 311 ~11iusual
report. Dr. Donald Perry. a
pioneer i n canopy research. has de\.eloped the Rain Forest Aerial
Tram. a ride near Baulio Carrillo National Park in Costa Rica
that takes tourists and researchers for a cruise through the forest
canopy.

Canopy JIethods \\'ol-kshop Reveals "Secrets"
in the "\l'orld-\\'ithin-a-U'orld"
The field of crlnopy resenrcl~.\{ hich 11ad previously been resuicted to br:i\,e and 11i111blescirl~ti?;t-cli~~ibe~-s,
has become safer
over the 1351 decade because of tile use of dirigibles, ski lifts.
towers, platforms. and cranes. The result is a niore sciontitically
rigorous \.is\{/of the \~~orld-\~.i~I~in-a-\vorld
of the forest canopy.
Therefore. one ot'lhc conference highligl~tswas a Methods \4'01.kshop, oreanized by Bart Rnul.icius of C311opyConstruction in
am hers^. 3la~sachuserts.Uiilizinp the estensive stands of banyans througlioui ihc grounds of Sa1-a\ota's Selby Gardens. con-

WORLD NEWS
again at Selby Gardens and perhaps including a field
ference participants demonstrated different techniques
trip to a tropical canopy research site. The conference
of canopy access and shared "secrets" about such improceedings will be published in Selby's botanical jourportant logistic considerations as how to secure a rope
on a branch 40 m overhead. Tours were also conducted ?
nal, Selbyana.
Funds to facilitate the attendance of canopy scienup to the new canopy platform, situated approximately
tists from developing countries were obtained from the
14 m up in the crown of a live oak in Selby Gardens.
U.S. National Science Foundation and the BiodiverCanopy films and even canopy banquet menus were
sity Support Program in Washington, DC
also featured throughout the conference.
(see DIVERSITY, vol. 10,no.2,pp.28-3 1).
Participants achieved their primary goal
The Conference Steering Committee under
of meeting and interacting with othtr scienTlze atiilospltere was
the leadership of co-organizers Hall6 and
tists in this new biological frontier. They also
went away with better ideas for canopy ac- eittltusiastic aitd aliizost electric L~~~~~ included: Dr. S. bseph Wright,
as tile "arborl~auts"discussed Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute,
cess. Priorities identified for the immediate
future include developing methods workPanama; Dr. Geoffrey Parker, Smithsonian
tlzeir pioileeriirg work.
Environmental Research Center, Maryland;
shops in tropical countries so that local biDr. Phyllis Coley, University of Utah; Mr.
ologists can more easily study the canopy;
improving communication among canopy scientists through com- Bart Bouricius, Canopy Construction Associates; Dr. Mark
puter networks; seeking to employ adequate replication and care- Moffett, Harvard University; and Dr. Kathy Saterson, Biodiverful experimental design in canopy field studies; and disseminating sity Support Program, Washington, DC (see DIVERSITY,
results for conservation purposes and to facilitate the manage- vol.9,no.4lvol. l0,no. 1,p.22).
ment of forest resources in both tropical and temperate re,'oions.
For additional information, contact: Dr. Margaret Lowman,
During the summary session of the conference, it was agreed Director of Research, Selby Botanical Gardens, 811 S. Palm Ave.,
that a second meeting should be held in three years, probably Sarasota, FL 34236 USA. Tel: 1-813-366-5731. &

E u r o p e a n s Unite TOSafeguard Continent's Plant Genetic Resources
by Einile A. Frisoit, Mike Bolton, aitd
Thomas Gass
Background
Since its beginning, the European Cooperative Program for Crop Genetic Resources Networks (ECPIGR), a collaborative program that coordinates European
plant genetic resources activities, has
stimulated European governments' awareness of the benefits of consenling genetic
resources. At the same time, the general
European public has increasingly realized
the need for taking action to combat the
global loss of biodiversity. European agricultural scientists say it is essential to maintain and develop this public awareness in
order to increase recognition of the vital
role that plant genetic resources (PGR)
play as a fundamental component of biodiversity, and the crop scientists participat-

ing in the ECPIGR are aiding the
continent's governments to do just that. At
the same time, the Commission of the European Communities (CEC) is launching
a program on agricultural crop genetic resources that will allow increased activities
within the European Union.
The CEC's program on conservation,
characterization, and utilization of agricultural genetic resources could include support for European networking activities,
but pure research projects would be excluded. The proposed CEC program, based

The political and ecortonzic
clzarzges iiz Easteriz Europe
corztirzue to erzdaltger valuable
gerinplasin collectioits.
on the principle of subsidiarity, is broad in
spectrum and is mainly aimed at supporting collaborating activities in member
countries, while the ECPIGR is essentially
a coordination mechanism. The two programs are, therefore, complementary. Indeed, the working groups are ideal
platforms for identifying priorities and developing proposals which could be submitted for funding to the CEC program.
Meanwhile, the political and economic
changes in Eastern Europe continue to endanger valuable germplasm collections. A

1992 mission of the Food and Agriculture
Organization of B e United Nations (FAO)
and the International Board on Plant Genetic Resources (IBPGR) surveyed the security of collections in six countries and
found that most programs were experiencing serious difficulties as a result of drastic budget and staff cuts (see DIVERSITY,
voI.S,no.4,pp.4-5). Recommendations
were sent to the governments alerting them
to the problem and urging them to increase
their commitment to maintain the collections. As a further effort, a special activity
account was opened at the Consultative
Group on International Agricultural Resources (CGIAR) Secretariat to receive
funds from various donors (see p.4). The
International Plant Genetic Resources Institute (IPGRI) is the executing agency for
this initiative to safeguard the threatened
germplasm of Eastern European collections (see DIVERSITY, vol.9,no.4/\~ol.1O.,
no. 1,pp.8- 12 and p.34).
The collaborative links forged through
the ECPIGR are an important mechanism
for protecting these threatened East European materials and related research. The
various ECPIGR working groups are invaluable partners for IPGRI in obtaining
information on potentially threatened collections, as in the case of the Alliurn field
(Corttirtued on page 39)

